Abstract
Introduction
As the massive growth of network data, humans entered the age of big data. The data storage is the prime problem in the age of big data, and the traditional file system is unable to meet the storage requirement of the age. The cloud storage based on the distributed file system provides effective solution for the storage of the age of big data [1, 2] .
At present, the representative distributed file systems include Google's GFS [3] , the open source file system such as Lustre [4, 5] , HDFS [6, 7] , MooseFS [8] and the CarrierFS developed by Tsinghua University [9, 10] . All file systems can be used for large scale cloud storage. Among them, GFS is a proprietary distributed file system developed by Google for its own use [11] . HDFS is designed to reliably store very large files across machines in a large cluster [12] . It is inspired by the GFS. CarrierFS is designed to provide file sharing service for Tsinghua University. It has stored hundreds TB of data now. MooseFS is a distributed file system developed by Gemius SA. It aims to be fault-tolerant, scalable general-purpose file system for data centers. MooseFS is widely used because its source opened, general purpose, online capacity expansion, and easy to deploy.
MooseFS is a universal distributed file system, and its system structure contains four parts, the master server, the metalogger server, the chunk server and the client respectively. In MooseFS, files are divided into chunks with the same size, and stored on different chunk servers. Since MooseFS is fault-tolerant, it enables user to indicate the number of copies of files to provide the data redundancy. These copies can be replicated across chunk servers. So there are many chunks on different chunk servers, how to allocate chunk server to chunk is a problem of load balancing.
Moosefs Load Balancing Algorithm Analyzing
MooseFS is a source opened, fault-tolerant, universal and online capacity expansion distributed file system. It is easy to deploy, so is used widely. The newest stable release of MooseFS is 1.6.27 released on March 24, 2013. We choose this release vers ion as our object of study.
MooseFS System Structure
MooseFS 1.6.27 comprises four components, the master server, the metalogger server, the chunk server and the client. 1) Master server: Manages metadata of file system, such as namespace hierarchy, access control, the mapping information between file and chunk, and the location of current chunk. The current version of MooseFS does not support multiple master server, so when its load is overweight, it may appear the single point of failure. Clients on ly talk to the master server to retrieve or update a file's layout and attributes. The data itself is transferred directly between clients and chunk servers. The metadata is kept in memory and lazily stored on local disk.
2) Metalogger server: Only occurred in release 1.6 and later. It is responsible for replicating the log files of the master server so that taking over the work when the master server failed.
3) Chunk servers: They are where the data stored. They store the data and optionally replicate it among themselves. There can be many chunk servers, and now the scalability limit has not been reported. The biggest cluster reported so far consists of 75 servers [18] . The Chunk server is a user-space daemon that relies on the underlying local file system to manage the actual storage. 4) Clients: Talk to both the Master server and Chunk servers. MooseFS clients mount the file system into user-space via " FUSE" .
In a word, in MooseFS, the Master server manages metadata information, the metalogger server backups the master server, the chunk servers store data and the clients is the end-user.
Load Balancing of Chunk Server
Since files are stored on multiple chunk servers, in order to achieve high reliability and performance MooseFS offers the feature of load balancing.
In MooseFS, when client uploads file to chunk servers, the file will be divided into chunks. Client connects to the master server, the master server records the chunk information of the file. Then, the master server will allocate chunk se rvers to the file chunks according to chunk server selection algorithm, and that is the load balancing algorithm. The load balancing algorithm needs to allocate chunk servers to the chunks as appropriate as possible. Specifically, it should allocate the st orage space evenly and avoid some chunk servers overburdened.
According to MooseFS 1.6.27, the load balancing among chunk servers is implemented on master server, and corresponding codes are in file " matocsserv.c" . MooseFS uses data structure " matocsserventry " defined in " matocsserv.c " to record the information of chunk server. In the structure, there is a variety " carry" which is the key to judge the priority of chunk server when allocated to chunks. Each chunk server has a variety " carry" , Master server will sort the chunk servers from largest to smallest according to " carry" . The chunk server with the largest " carry" will be selected to the chunk needs to be stored. The flow chart of load balancing of chunk server is showed in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , the means of identifiers are as follows:
" demand" -The number of copies of current file.
" allcnt" -The number of chunk servers in MooseFS.
" availcnt" -The number of available chunk servers in MooseFS, these available chunk servers can be used to store data directly. " availcnt" should be smaller than " allcnt" .
" weight" -This is a very important variety used to calculate the carry of chunk servers. In MooseFS, " weight" is calculated with Formula 1. weight = localtotalspace / maxspace (Formula 1)
"localtotalspace" -The total space of local chunk server. "maxspace" -The largest space of chunk servers. 
Figure 1. Flow Chart of Load Balancing in MooseFS
According to Figure 1 , the flow of load balancing of chunk server is as follows.
Step 1: Initializa "carry" for each chunk server, it is a random number in region (0, 1).
Step 2: Compare "demand" with "allcnt", judge whether the number of backups of file is bigger than the number of chunk servers or not. It can't be bigger than the number of chunk servers.
Step 3: Compare "demand" with "availcnt", judge whether the number of backups of file is bigger than the number of available chunk servers or not. If bigger, it means that the number of available chunk servers is not satisfy the requirement of backups currently, than increases the number of "carry" for each chunk server circularly until the number of chunk servers whose "carry" is bigger than 1 equals "availcnt". The increment is variety "weight" above. Else, enter step 4 directly.
Step 4: When the flow path enters here, it means the available chunk servers satisfy the storage requirement of files. Sort all chunk servers from biggest to smallest according to the value of "carry", the number with the value "demand" of chunk servers ahead will be allocated for data storage.
Step 5: Reset the value of carry. Subtract 1 the value of the carry of the chunk servers selected in Step 4.
The load balancing algorithm of MooseFS is dynamic, and the key of the algorithm is the increment "weight". The "weight" is the ratio between the total space of the local chunk server and the total space of the chunk server with the largest storage space. We can see that the load balancing algorithm of MooseFS takes the total space of chunk servers into account. The chunk servers with a large space will have a big "weight", and the "carry" of the chunk servers increases quickly, accordingly, the "carry" of the chunk servers will exceed digital 1 more quickly and then be selected for data storage.
Here we test the load balancing of MooseFS. In order to describe the testing procedure easily, we use the number of chunks to measure the size of files and the space of chunk servers. In our testing, we suppose four chunk servers with the total space 10000 chunks, 20000 chunks, 30000 chunks, 50000 chunks respectively. We suppose the initial "carry" for all chunk servers is 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 0.6 and the "demand" is 2. According to the load balancing algorithm, the "weight" of chunk servers is showed in Table 1 . We suppose 500, 1000 and 2000 chunks will be stored on these chunk servers, since the number of backups is 2, there are 1000, 2000, 4000 chunks respectively. Table 2 shows the result when all the chunks are stored. From Table 2 , the chunks are allocated to each chunk servers unequally. The algorithm takes into account only the consumed space. It causes the chunk servers with larger space were accessed frequently. Investigate its reason the value of "weight" is fixed. That is to say the increment of the "carry" of chunk servers is fixed. So the chunk server with a larger space will be selected more frequently though its idle space is small as the system running. In order to acquire a good access load balancing, we should not take the used space of chunk servers into account.
Improved Moosefs Load Balancing Algorithm
In section 2, we analyzed the load balancing algorithm of MooseFS and indicated its shortness. Here we proposed an improved load balancing algorithm for MooseFS which takes into account the access balancing of the chunk servers. In our method, we calculate the value of "weight" with the Formula 2. weight = localidlespace / maxidlespace (Formula 2)
"localidlespace" -The idle space of local chunk server. "maxidlespace" -The largest idle space of chunk servers. Table 3 shows the test result under the same conditions as above. According to Table 3 , the chunks are allocated to each chunk servers averagely. The access loadings of chunk servers are balanced. With our algorithm, the chunk servers with smaller storage space will be exhausted quickly, but it is no matter. We can set those chunk servers without enough space as unavailable, and use the available chunk servers.
Conclusion
The load balancing algorithm of MooseFS takes into account only the consumed space. It results in the chunk servers with larger space were overburdened. This study analyzed the load balancing algorithm of MooseFS, and proposed an improved method. Experiment result proved that the improved algorithm solves the problem exist in the old one, and makes the access load of chunk servers balance.
